1. Wildlife surveys are often used to estimate the density, abundance, or distribution of animal populations.
Introduction
near bases of operations than elsewhere in the landscape.
23
In this article, we explore potential for bias in SDMs resulting from preferential sampling (hereafter, PS), and describe several 24 model-based approaches for detecting and correcting for such biases. We start by describing a common currency for notation and 25 basic model structures considered in this paper. Second, we review PS bias in a mathematical light, and describe prior approaches 26 to coping with its effects. Third, we introduce a novel generalization of previously proposed PS models, allowing the investigator to 27 jointly model animal encounter data and the locations chosen for sampling, including possible dependence structure between these 28 two types of observations. Fourth, we conduct a simulation study to examine the performance of traditional SDMs and our newly 29 developed PS model when data are gathered preferentially. Finally, we demonstrate our modeling approach by analyzing aerial survey 30 counts of bearded seals (Erignathus barbatus) in the Bering Sea.
31

Materials and methods
NOTATION AND BASIC MODEL STRUCTURES 33
We focus here exclusively on discrete space (areal) models for animal encounter data as these seem to be the dominant form used 34 in design and analysis of animal population surveys, although we note that PS is likely to affect analyses similarly regardless of the 35 choice of spatial domain. We suppose that the investigator intending to fit a SDM to animal encounter data breaks their study area 36 up into S survey units (label these U1, U2, . . . , US), of which n are selected for sampling (call the set of sampled locations S). Each 2009) or restricted spatial regression models (Reich et al. 2006; Hughes & Haran 2013 ).
48
The model for Zi describes variation in the process of interest and is often described as the "process" model. However, it is usually 49 impossible to observe the system perfectly even in locations where sampling occurs, so it is customary to include an observation Here, the detection probability pi is possibly a function of survey and observer specific covariates. Replicate surveys of the same 53 sampling unit provide the necessary information to estimate pi. For count surveys, a possible model is 
58
For the remainder of this treatment, we use bold symbols to denote vector-valued quantities or matrices. We also use standard 59 bracket notation to denote probability mass and density functions. For instance [Z] denotes the marginal probability mass function 60 for Z, and [Z|Y] represents the conditional distribution of Z given Y. We use µ and ν to denote log-scale abundance and the logit 61 of the probability of sampling, so that Zi ∼ f (µi), and Ri ∼ f (νi). We use the notation Zi when describing the state process in 62 general terms, but often switch to the conventional notation Ni when animal abundance is the explicit focus of interest.
PREFERENTIAL SAMPLING: A PRIMER 64
One of the appealing aspects of model-based estimation is that there is no requirement that surveys rely on a pre-planned survey interest (e.g. density, occupancy) are conditionally dependent given modeled covariates (Diggle et al. 2010 of PS when fitting SDMs to data obtained using nonrandomized designs. However, they did not attempt to account for PS in their 100 models.
101
In design-based sampling, unequal sampling intensity is often accommodated via stratification or unequal probability sampling,
102
as with Horvitz-Thompson-like estimators where the probability of inclusion varies by sampling unit (Cochran 1977 bases of operations, (e.g. landing strips in the case of aerial surveys), but less so in areas that are harder to get to.
126
Given these limitations, our present task is to generalize PS models to the types of data more typical of SDMs, and to allow the indicator taking on the value 1.0 if survey unit i is selected for sampling, and is 0.0 otherwise, we model Ri using a Bernoulli
where h() denotes a link function appropriate for binary data (e.g. logit, probit). We then write the intensity for this model as
In a similar fashion to the model for the state process, the sampling intensity model has an intercept (β * 0 ), explanatory covariates 134 (x * i ), fixed effect regression parameters (β * ) and spatially autocorrelated random effects (η and δ). The predictive covariates xi from
135
Eq. 2 and x * i from Eq. 8 may or may not be the same. Note also that the spatially autocorrelated random effects δ are included in 136 both Eqs. 2 and 8, allowing for dependency in the two models, with the matrix B describing the strength and type of dependence 137 between the sampling process and underlying density. The spatially autocorrelated random effects η are assumed independent of the 138 δ. In practice, we find we often need to fix β * 0 = 0.0 when random effects in Eq. 8 are estimated to permit parameter identification.
139
The formulation in Eq. 8 is similar to the one previously proposed for hierarchical multivariate models with spatial dependence can demonstrate that models with B = 0 perform similarly or better than models with B = 0, then PS is likely not worth modeling 151 and inference can proceed using standard SDMs (i.e. not modeling sampling intensity).
SIMULATION STUDY 153
To illustrate PS and demonstrate that our proposed model has reasonable performance, we conducted a small simulation experiment.
154
For each of 500 simulations, we generated abundance of a hypothetical species over a 25 × 25 grid as
where i indexes survey unit i, and µi is determined according to Eq. 2. Abundance was generated as a function of a single spatially 156 autocorrelated landscape covariate, as well as residual spatial autocorrelation (δi) and overdispersion ( fig. 2 ). Specific details of data 157 generation procedures are provided in Appendix S1.
158
For each simulated landscape we generated three virtual count surveys using eqs. 7 and 8. Each survey had β * = ηi = 0 (that 159 is, no covariate or spatially autocorrelated random effects), but differed in how the matrix B was parameterized. In the first, we set 160 B = 0, so that surveyed locations were selected independently of the abundance generating process. For the second and third, we 161 set B to be a diagonal matrix with entries b = 1 and b = 5, respectively, so that the probability of sampling a given survey unit (grid 162 cell) was explicitly dependent on the latent abundance in that unit. We refer to these scenarios as moderate and pathological PS,
163
respectively (see fig. 3 ). Simulations were configured so that n = 50 of the 625 survey units were sampled; each survey was set to 164 cover half of the target cell.
165
We fitted two different models to each count dataset, both of which were provided the habitat covariate used (in part) to generate 166 the data for which a log-linear coefficient β was estimated. In the first model, the elements of B in eq. 8 were all set to zero. In 167 this case, the abundance and sampling process submodels were independent, as is the case canonical SDMs (at lest when fitted 168 to presence-absence or count data). In the second model, we included an explicit connection between the distribution of animal 169 abundance and the sampling process by setting B = bI, where b is an estimated parameter, and I is an identity matrix. In Press) to obtain abundance estimates and standard errors that properly account for nonlinear transformations of random effects.
174
This approach resulted in a facile implementation and speedy computing times, allowing us to conduct simulation and model testing 175 with greater efficiency than would have been possible with Bayesian simulation. Further detail on statistical methods are provided in 176 Appendix S1; requisite R and TMB code will be published to a publicly accessible repository upon acceptance, and is also available 177 at https://github.com/NMML/pref_sampling/.
BEARDED SEAL COUNT SURVEYS 179
We applied our modeling technique to counts of bearded seals obtained on aerial transects flown over the eastern Bering Sea from 180 10-16 April, 2012 (Fig. 5) . These counts were gathered as part of a larger survey designed to estimate abundance of four species of 181 ice-associated seals; the survey is described in greater detail elsewhere (Conn et al. 2014 (Conn et al. , 2015 . The survey area considered here maximal April ice extent, and to the east by the Alaska, USA mainland. Here, we limit counts to those gathered within a one week 184 period so that relative abundance will remain relatively constant throughout the study area. Our primary focus in this application is 185 to diagnose PS (rather than to estimate absolute abundance). As such, we do not attempt to correct for nuisance processes such as 186 incomplete detection or species misclassification, which requires models of increased sophistication (Conn et al. 2014 ).
187
Our choice to model bearded seal counts, as opposed to one of the other seal species, is based on the observation that bearded 188 seal densities tend to be highest in the northern portion of the study area. This is also the location of one of the primary airports used 
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To test for such an effect, we modeled bearded seal counts using the formulation
192
[Yi|Zi] = Poisson(PiZi), where
where Pi defines the proportion of grid cell i that is sampled, Ai gives the proportion of grid cell i that is composed of salt water 193 habitat, and µi is defined in Eq. 2. We modeled the grid cells that were chosen for sampling using Eqs. 7-8.
194
We fitted a total of six models (M cov=0,b=0 , M cov=0,b=1 , M cov=1,b=0 , M cov=1,b=1 ) to bearded seal count data using the same Appendix S1 for further details). When covariates were included, they were included in both models (i.e. for µi and νi).
204
Results
SIMULATION STUDY 206
Estimates of cumulative animal abundance across simulated landscapes were median unbiased for both estimation methods when 207 the sites selected for sampling were independent of animal density, though when b was estimated, abundance estimates were more 
BEARDED SEAL ANALYSIS 212
Marginal AIC strongly favored models with covariate effects, but for such models the presence of PS was equivocal (Table 1) .
213
Further intuition can be gained by examining estimates of the PS parameter, b. For the PS model without predictive covariates, 214b = 0.27 (SE 0.11), and for the model with predictive covariates,b = 0.19 (SE 0.13). Thus, it appeared that including predictive 215 covariates decreased the PS effect size, as suggested by Pati et al. (2011) . Estimates of abundance were substantially higher for 216 models without a PS effect, with the non-PS model having a 49% higher estimate when covariates were not modeled, and a 19% 217 higher estimate when covariate effects were included.
218
Note that unlike the other models, M cov=1,b=0 predicted anomalously high bearded seal abundance in the extreme southern 219 portion of the study area where sea ice was absent (where there was no habitat for seals). Thus, while we present original likelihood
220
and AIC values to permit direct comparison with other models, we refitted M cov=1,b=0 to produce an estimate of apparent abundance 221 without this feature. Specifically, we refitted the model with 20 pseudo-absences in this portion of the study area to better inform 222 abundance-covariate relationships.
223
The fact that models with and without a PS effect garner approximately equal weight suggests a need to account for PS when 224 producing abundance estimates from this data set. A model averaged estimate calculated using AIC machinery (Burnham & Anderson 225 2002) is 54854 (SE 9351), which is 7.5% less than the estimate assuming no PS. Notably, the standard error of the model averaged 226 estimate was 79% higher than the model assuming no PS.
227
Discussion
228
In this study, we showed that coarse-grained preferential sampling (Fig. 1) can have a profound impact on the quality of estimates
229
(e.g. animal abundance) when sampling is non-randomized. In simulations, estimators were increasingly positively biased as PS increased. When PS was present, we were able to substantially reduce bias by conducting estimation under a framework where the 231 state variable of interest and the sites chosen for sampling were jointly modeled under a dependent covariance structure. In absence 232 of PS, simulations suggest that this structure results in lower precision than a model without a PS effect; thus the need to account for
233
PS reduces the quality of inference.
234
Bias attributed to PS may seem counterintuitive, especially given the maxim in survey sampling to allocate more effort to strata for 235 which animal density is high. For instance, in large scale line transect surveys under stratified sampling, the optimal amount of effort 236 that should be allocated to stratum s is AsD 0.5 s , where As is the area of s and Ds is the anticipated density (Buckland et al. 2001; 237 eqn 7.7). Thus, there are theoretical reasons to sample more in high density areas than in low density areas. The obvious solution in 238 this instance is to account for variation in sampling intensity with explanatory covariates or post hoc stratification. However, it is not 239 always clear how to perform post hoc stratification when effort is allocated in a subjective manner.
240
When applied to bearded seal count data, approximately equal support was given to models with and without a PS effect. The 241 PS effect size was estimated to be positive and to produce considerably lower abundance estimates than models without a PS effect.
242
Differences between apparent abundance estimates decreased when covariates were added to model structure, supporting previous for PS in a model averaging framework led to a moderate decrease in our apparent abundance estimate for bearded seals in this 246 region, and markedly decreased precision. As in our simulations, the need to account for PS thus appeared to have a real cost in terms 247 of variance inflation.
248
We attempted to fit models to bearded seal data where the degree of PS changed over the landscape, in a similar manner to 
255
The models we have developed here are specific to spatial models with discrete support, as when data are gathered at a plot level,
256
or aggregated prior to analysis. However, it should be possible to extend our approach to continuous space. One approach would be 257 to model sampling locations as realizations from a spatial point process in a manner similar to Warton & Shepherd (2010) . Another (Fig. 4) . Still, a more precise treatment would need to rely on an extended hypergeometric distribution with variable inclusion 263 probabilities when formulating the sampling model; this extension is nontrivial.
264
Our conception of PS is related, but not equivalent to "sample selection bias" (e.g. Phillips et al. 2009 ) in presence-only models.
265
In such models, absence of a species at a given site is never directly observed. To draw inference about space use, it is thus necessary 266 to produce a background sample representing the range of locations and habitats that could have been sampled. Sample selection bias 267 then results if the characteristics of sites selected for sampling (e.g. by a volunteer or museum collector) differ systematically from Table 1 . A summary of model selection results and estimated abundance for the four models fitted to bearded seal counts. The models include formulations with or without predictive covariates (cov = 1 or 0, respectively) , and with or without the preferential sampling parameter b estimated (b = 1 or 0, respectively) . All models included spatially autocorrelated random effects on log-scale abundance intensity. Shown are the log integrated likelihood, the number of fixed effect parameters, ∆AIC, AIC model weights, and estimated apparent abundance over the landscape (N ) together with a Hessian-based standard error estimate. Counts and estimates are shown relative to a survey grid that extends south from the Bering Strait and borders the Alaska, USA mainland to the east. In (A), tan shading denotes land, unsurveyed grid cells appear in dark gray, and counts appear in a white-blue spectrum. Apparent bearded seal abundance estimates (B) are presented from the model with the lowest integrated AIC score, which included covariate effects but no preferential sampling effect. Apparent abundance estimates are uncorrected for imperfect detection or species misclassification.
